In a previous study on thermonuclear (Type I) Bursts on accreting neutron stars we addressed and demonstrated the importance of the effects of rotation, through the Coriolis force, on the propagation of the burning flame. However, that study only analysed cases of longitudinal propagation, where the Coriolis force coefficient 2Ω cos θ was constant. In this paper, we study the effects of rotation on propagation in the meridional (latitudinal) direction, where the Coriolis force changes from its maximum at the poles to zero at the equator. We find that the zero Coriolis force at the equator, while affecting the structure of the flame, does not prevent its propagation from one hemisphere to another. We also observe structural differences between the flame propagating towards the equator and that propagating towards the pole, the second being faster. In the light of the recent discovery of the low spin frequency of burster IGR J17480-2446 rotating at 11 Hz (for which Coriolis effects should be negligible) we also extend our simulations to slow rotation.
INTRODUCTION
Type I bursts are a phenomenon measured in more than 100 accreting Neutron Stars (NSs) in low mass X-ray binaries (see MINBAR at http://burst.sci.monash.edu/minbar, Galloway et al., 2010) . During the bursts the matter accreted by the NS burns unstably after reaching the critical column density (see e.g. Fujimoto et al. 1981 ). The time scales for different bursts can vary, but in general they last from tens to hundreds of seconds depending on different factors like the reactions taking place, the ignition depth, the diffusion of photons through the non-burning layers and the propagation of the flame across the surface (see for example Lewin et al. 1993; Strohmayer & Bildsten 2006 , for reviews).
Flame propagation during Type I bursts is an essential component of burst dynamics. Even if the accreted material is more or less homogeneously distributed, it would be improbable that it would ignite simultaneously everywhere on the surface (Bildsten 1995) . After ignition is triggered at one location, flame propagation is important to understand the observations of the rise of the lightcurve, but there is more: NS star parameters, like mass and radius, could be derived from the lightcurves (see, e.g. Güver et al. 2010; Steiner et al. 2010; Suleimanov et al. 2011; Zamfir et al. 2012; Miller 2013 , for a recent review) and whether the flame is burning across the full surface or only on one hemisphere, could have implications on the inferred parameters.
E-mail: y.cavecchi@uva.nl Previously, Spitkovsky et al. (2002) employed analytical arguments and shallow water numerical simulations to demonstrate the defining role of rotation on the flame structure. Recently, Cavecchi et al. (2013) presented vertically resolved simulations of propagating deflagrations in rotating oceans on the surface of NSs; they analyzed the effects of rotation by means of 2D numerical hydrodynamics simulations, using a code described in Braithwaite & Cavecchi (2012) and its modifications in Cavecchi et al. (2013) . The main conclusions of the latter paper were twofold. First, in the presence of rotation the fluid is not free to move, so that, after ignition, it expands vertically and tries to spill over sideways onto the cold fluid. However, the Coriolis force prevents such motion, diverting the fluid in the perpendicular direction and creating hurricanes of fire that extend to two to three Rossby radii RRo = (gH)/2Ω (where g is the gravitational acceleration at the surface of the NS, H the scale height of the fluid and Ω the angular velocity of the star). In this way the interface between the hot and cold fluid, the flame front, where most of the burning is happening, is along a line inclined at an angle ∼ H/RRo: this is in agreement with what Spitkovsky et al. (2002) proposed. Second, inspection of the simulations revealed that the main driver of the propagation, what makes the cold fluid ignite, is the conduction across the front (helped by fluid motion induced by the baroclinicity at the hot-cold fluid interface). Therefore, the speed is proportional to the thermal conductivity, 1/κc, where κc is the opacity of the fluid. The timescales for conduction are slow, but the front is not vertical, it is inclined as mentioned above, therefore there is a geometrical factor, given by the inverse of the inclination angle, of order RRo/H that speeds up the propagation bringing it to values comparable to observations (Cavecchi et al. 2013 ). This relation implied that the speed of the flame should be proportional to the Rossby radius and therefore to 1/Ω.
However, Cavecchi et al. (2013) considered only longitudinal propagation, using a constant value of the Coriolis parameter for each run. Smaller values of the spin exhibited faster propagation, but also less confinement. This raised a very interesting question. Near the equator, the Coriolis force vanishes and consequently so does the confinement of the fluid. Could this prevent the propagation of the fluid from one hemisphere to the other by quenching the flame? We address this question in this paper.
For this work, while keeping the 2D setup, we have added the possibility for the Coriolis parameter to vary with a cosine dependence on the horizontal coordinate in order to mimic the variation of the Coriolis force with latitude and analyzed the behaviour of the flame while approaching the equator. The structure of the paper is the following: in the next section we report the results of our simulations regarding meridional propagation and in Section 3 we draw our conclusions.
MERIDIONAL PROPAGATION
In Cavecchi et al. (2013) the question was raised whether a flame igniting somewhere in one hemisphere could cross the equator and reach the other hemisphere. The concern was that since the Coriolis force vanishes at the equator, it would no longer be able to balance the horizontal pressure gradient during the crossing, and the deflagration would become de-confined and would fizzle out. This section is devoted to the study of the flame propagation with nonconstant Coriolis parameter that goes to zero and switches sign in the middle of our computational domain, but first we describe some necessary changes to the code and the caveats.
Equation of motions
Cast in spherical coordinates, with r along the outgoing radial direction, ϕ increasing from west to east and θ going from north to south, the north being defined by the positive direction of the rotation axis, the equations of motion read:
Where D/Dt expresses the total derivative
and the three velocities are U r =ṙ, U ϕ = r sin θφ, U θ = rθ. Ω is the angular velocity, andφ = −gr + Ω 2 r 2 sin 2 θ/2 is the potential corrected for the centrifugal forces. F * are the viscous forces per unit volume.
The form ofφ clearly shows that the coordinate surfaces r = const are not potential surfaces anymore and this results in a component of the potential force in the horizontal direction. However, as is customary in geophysical sciences (White et al. 2005 ), if we are interested in a thin layer whose mass is not contributing significantly to the gravitational force, we can approximate the potential surfaces to spheres and also drop any curvature term not proportional to 1/ tan θ. In doing so, we set r = RS + x, with RS x, so that we can approximate r to RS, apart from where differentiation is involved, andφ = −gx, where we safely remove the constant −gRS from the potential (the dependence of the potential on the colatitude should not be present, otherwise fake vorticity is introduced, see White et al. 2005) ; finally, we can reduce the r component of the momentum equation to the hydrostatic equilibrium one. In summary we have:
with
The error in these expressions is then of order the eccentricity squared e 2 or the angular velocity measured in units of the (Newtonian) break-up velocity µ (van der Toorn & Zimmerman 2008, e = √ a 2 − b 2 /a, µ = a 3 Ω 2 /G/M , where a and b are the major and minor axis of the ellipsoid which would better approximate the star). An approximate estimation of e and µ can be derived following Morsink et al. (2007) . They present interpolating formulae to estimate b (their R(0)) given the mass M , the radius RS (their Req) and Ω = 2πν. In this study, we use M = 1.4M and RS = (30/π)10 5 cm; the spin frequency ν is at most 10 3 Hz: in this case the maximum value for both e and µ is ∼ 0.2. Our reference case has ν = 450 Hz, with e and µ ∼ 0.04, resulting in an error of at most a few percent.
We use the hydrostatic numerical scheme described in Braithwaite & Cavecchi (2012), as modified in Cavecchi et al. (2013) , and further include the terms that account for the spherical geometry. To do so, we change the vertical coordinate from x to pressure σ. This is a hybrid coordinate system that relies on the hydrostatic approximation. σ is defined in the following way: P = σP * + Ptop with P * = P bot − Ptop (see Braithwaite & Cavecchi 2012; Kasahara 1974) . In this coordinate system the upper boundary is fixed in pressure and the lower in space. P * is the pressure difference between bottom and top and changes as the fluid moves around. This system is well suited for NS oceans where the domain is much more extended horizontally than vertically and the hydrostatic assumption is justified; it also allows the grid to follow the vertical expansion of the fluid without the need for excessive memory (see Braithwaite & Cavecchi 2012 , for a more detailed discussion). After setting RS sin θdϕ = dy, RSdθ = dz, U r = U x , U ϕ = −U y , U θ = U z and φ = −φ = gx for convenience, our equations read
and
Continuity Eq. (14) changes into an equation for P *
just as in Braithwaite & Cavecchi (2012) , but with the new definition of I with the extra term in 1/ tan θ due to the use of spherical coordinates.
As for the energy equation, equation (11) in Cavecchi et al. (2013) , it involves only scalar terms and they do not change, apart from the total derivative and the conduction term. As for this latter (Eq28 of Cavecchi et al. (2013) ) a similar treatment as above (see eq. 3.17 of White et al. 2005 , translating a = RS and φ = π/2−θ) leads to
σB is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and κc is the opacity, our
P1 / E1 7 × 10 −2 10 -P2 / E2 7 × 10 −2 100 6.03 P3 / E3 7 × 10 −2 450 2.77 P4 / E4 7 × 10 −2 1000 1.85 P5 / E5 7 450 2.77 P6 / E6 7 × 10 −1 450 2.77 P7 / E7 7 × 10 −3 450 2.77 Table 1 . Numerical parameters for the various simulations. κc is the opacity, ν is the spin frequency of the star. δ is the theoretical half width of the equatorial belt where the Coriolis force is not capable of confining the fluid. Simulations with ν = 10 Hz are not confined. All simulations have vertical resolution of mx = 96. The horizontal resolution is mz = 480 for the setups igniting at the pole (P) and it is mz = 240 for those igniting at the equator (E).
parametrization of thermal conductivity, whose importance as the leading mechanism responsible for flame propagation was demonstrated in Cavecchi et al. (2013) . Thus, all our equations of motion look like those of Braithwaite & Cavecchi (2012) and Cavecchi et al. (2013) . The only essential differences are the cosine dependence of the Coriolis force and the terms in 1/ tan θ. These we have implemented to simulate the variation of the Coriolis parameter from pole to pole and the effects of curvature 1 . A final remark regards the derivatives in the 'y' direction: this is the longitudinal direction and it is clear that dealing with it requires particular care, since we are dealing with circles of different length. As a first approximation we assume symmetry along the longitudinal direction, therefore setting to zero every derivative along y. The symmetry of our problems allows for such simplification: when igniting at the pole every longitude should be treated equally, while when igniting at the equator we are implying a ring ignition.
Initial setup
We set up our simulations in a similar fashion to Cavecchi et al. (2013) . In particular, the fluid is initially at rest and is made of pure helium, burning into carbon. The temperature distribution is vertically constant with a horizontal dependence as:
so that there is a greater temperature at one end of the domain, designed to ignite the fluid, whilst the distribution is flat in the rest of the domain, see Cavecchi et al. (2013) for details. Here we use T0 = 2×10 8 K and δT = 2.81×10 8 K. The opacity κc is constant in each simulation, but different for different simulations (see Table  1 ). The stellar spin ν varies between simulations from 10 Hz to 10 3 Hz (see Table 1 ), while the surface gravity is g = 2 × 10 14 cm s −2 . The horizontal length of the domain, the hemicircumference of the star, is 3 × 10 6 cm, corresponding to RS = (30/π) km, while in the vertical direction we include layers from Ptop = 10 22 Pa to e 1.7 × 10 22 Pa. In the simulations for polar ignition the cosine term in the Coriolis force goes from 1 to −1 across the domain. In the simulations for equatorial ignition, it goes from 0 to −1. We use symmetric boundary conditions. Given the symmetry of the problem, we do not simulate the full star, but only one meridian in the case of polar ignition and half a meridian in the case of equatorial ignition. The simulations have the same vertical resolution mx = 96 grid points and horizontal resolutions of mz = 480 for those that ignite at the pole and mz = 240 for those igniting at the equator: that is equivalent to 6250 cm in both cases. Artificial diffusivities are ν1 = 0.03 and ν2 = 0.5 (see Braithwaite & Cavecchi 2012 , for a description of the diffusions schemes implemented).
Polar ignition and equatorial crossing
Our key goal was to find out whether flames always crossed the equator, or whether the loss of Coriolis confinement led to quenching. We found that in every case we studied the fluid was eventually burning over the whole star. The simulations with the slowest rotation, ν = 10 Hz, were qualitatively different since the Rossby radius is larger than the star and no effective confinement is ever realized: this is discussed in more detail below (see Section 2.5). On the other hand, all the other runs developed a well defined flame front that crossed the equator in all cases. Figure 1 shows the crossing of the equator for our reference run P3. The flame proceeds from the pole to the equator with a configuration similar to that described in Cavecchi et al. (2013) (see Figure 1 , panel at ≈ 3.53 s), the difference being a decreasing Coriolis force and increasing RRo. This manifests itself as a flame front which is increasingly close to being horizontal and a speed up of flame propagation. When the flame is near enough to the equator, the Coriolis force is no longer able to significantly confine the hot fluid and this starts spilling over the cold fluid around the equator; the fluid is stopped in the southern hemisphere once the Coriolis force is significant again (panel at ≈ 4.42 s). As the burning layer on the other side is heating the layer below, the flame front is nearly horizontal. Thus, in the equatorial region the flame propagates vertically downwards (panels at ≈ 4.68 s to ≈ 4.94 s). After consuming the equatorial belt the flame propagates in the southern hemisphere (last panel of Figure 1 , see also Section 2.4).
It is useful to define the equatorial belt as the region where the Coriolis force plays no essential dynamical role. Its extent is limited by the latitude on both side of the equator where the distance to the equator is equal to the Rossby radius RRo = √ gH/2Ω cos θ at that point (and symmetrically on the other side):
The solutions to Eq. (22) can be transformed to the belt half width,
RS. Theoretical belt widths for each simulation are reported in Table 1 The behaviour of simulations P2, ν = 10 2 Hz, and P4, ν = 10 3 Hz, are qualitatively similar, the only difference being the variation in the Coriolis force confinement with 1/ν dependence on spin frequency. Changing the thermal conductivity makes a greater qualitative impact on the flame's dynamics, In Figure 2 we show for comparison the crossing of the equator in run P5, where the conductivity is much lower. As before, around the equator, the flame front is almost horizontal and ignition propagates vertically (first two panels of Figure 2 ). However, in this case, the vertical propagation is slow enough that the flame passes the equatorial belt before it has reached the bottom of the simulation. Note that temperature contours are more horizontal than in the case of P3. On the other hand, Figure 3 shows the behaviour of the flame when conductivity is higher, as in the case of P7. Here also the flame stalls at the northern boundary of the belt and a second flame ignites on the southern boundary, but the second flame first reaches the bottom of the simulation and only then merges with the first one at the equator, before resuming the propagation towards the south pole. Another important difference is that, in this latter case, the north hemisphere has already cooled significantly when the flame is passing the equator. When the flame has reached the south pole, the temperature at the north pole is ∼ 7.7 × 10 8 K as opposed to 1.2 × 10 9 K at the south pole. All these aspects can be explained in terms of conduction timescales in the different regimes. Finally, in Figure 4 we show for comparison what happens when the ignition is at the equator, under the same conditions of spin and conductivity, for the case of ν = 450 Hz. Note how at early stages the burning develops mostly within the belt and, after the initial transitional stage, the propagation is almost identical to the second part of the simulation for polar ignition.
Directionality of flame propagation
Here we will describe in more detail the features of the track followed by the propagating flame as a function of time and position on the star. In order to follow the propagation, we define the position of the flame as the horizontal position, at each time, where the burning rate is maximum. Figure 5 plots position versus time for the flame front for our reference run P3 (in red) and for comparison shows the propagation for the same parameters in the case of equatorial ignition (run E3, in black). As for run P3, in Figure 5 , near t = 0 s, there is a transitional phase when the flame is starting, then the proper propagation begins. At t ∼ 4.5 s there is a noticeable decrease in the speed. That feature is due to the effect of the belt on the flame structure. Indeed, the forward section of the front is inside the belt and the hot fluid is already slipping through it. The temperature contours in panel b) of Figure 1 clearly show the passage of the fluid. The missing heating contribution of the slipping fluid is noticeable in the decrease of speed of the front.
When the hot fluid is within the belt, the most vigorously burning side is still the northern one, as can be seen in panel e) of Figure 1 and in Figure 5 until times t 5 s. At t ∼ 5 s, the flat flame reaches the bottom and starts propagating into the southern hemisphere. This can be recognized in the sudden jump past the equator in Figure 5 . From then on, the flame continues again under the effect of an increasing Coriolis force. This second part of the propagation overlaps almost perfectly with that of the flame igniting at the equator as can be seen in the figure, where the black crosses are almost invisible below the red ones, apart from the initial transitional stages of the ignition at the equator. Now we want to draw attention to an unexpected fact: the propagation in the north hemisphere is not a mirror image of the propagation in the south.
Having verified that this was not a numerical effect 2 , we pro- ceeded to explore the physical cause of the phenomenon. In previous runs, where the terms with 1/ tan θ were not implemented yet, we saw the same effect. In the production simulations, we find that the asymmetry decreases for increasing spin and for increasing conduction. Therefore, we think that the asymmetry may originate in the balance between heat gains and losses and the asymmetry of propagation regimes. At a given colatitude, the fluid propagating position. We ignited at the south pole with propagation in both full and half domain and ignited at the equator propagating northward. The conclusion is robust: every simulation igniting from a pole will cross the equator and then propagate to the other pole; in this second half of the propagation the flame is faster. The propagation of a flame started at the equator, no matter towards which pole, coincides with this latter regime. towards the equator is more confined behind the front than it is in front of it, while, when the flame propagates towards the pole, confinement is smaller behind and higher in front of the flame. Higher confinement at the front probably reduces heat losses via surface cooling, speeding up the flame, while higher confinement in the back prevents the hot fluid from contributing to the heating of the cold fluid, slowing down the flame. The absolute value of the rate of change of confinement (i.e. of the Rossby Radius) depends only on the colatitude, but its sign depends on the direction of the propagation, hence the asymmetry. Since this effect scales inversely with spin frequency, this would explain the decreasing effect with increasing spin.
This dependence of propagation speed on the direction of propagation is an important fact that should be taken into account when simulating flame propagation. Prompted by these considerations, we tried to fit the propagation of the flame in both the hemispheres (See Table 2 ). If one assumes for the speed of the flame front the 1/ν dependence described in Cavecchi et al. (2013) and Spitkovsky et al. (2002) , then v flame =ż ∝ 1/ cos θ, with θ = z/RS, andθ
That leads to
where I is a constant of integration that takes into account the fact that the fit does not start at t = 0 in our simulations. The results of the fit of a line to sin θ versus time are reported in Table 2 , for both cases of propagation towards the equator and towards the pole; they are valid between t1 and t2. However, as it should be expected, those fits were not very good: instead we found that a law of the kind
gives much better fits, as evaluated by the averaged weighted sum of the residuals:
where δ sin θ = cos θδz/RS is the error in the position of the flame given by propagating the error on the position on the grid and Np is the number of parameters fitted. Table 2 reports the values for the fits. The time between t2 for the case going from pole to equator and t1 when going from equator to pole is approximately the "stalling" time at the equator. These empirical fits could be used for simulating flame propagation using a prescription of the type Eq. (25) when dealing with meridional propagation or, at least, they should give a measure of the asymmetry of the propagation towards or away from the equator. Finally, a remark on the equatorial crossing. Looking at Table  2 and comparing the values of t2 for the P-E section to those of t1 for the E-P one, we have an idea of the equatorial crossing time. This ranges from 0.32 s to 2.64 s, depending on the effective opacity and, for our fiducial opacity κc = 0.07 g cm −2 , it is on average ∼ 0.55 s.
Flame on slowly rotating neutron stars
From previous studies it was clear that the Coriolis force is important for flame propagation, but there exist cases, like IGR J17480-2446 spinning at ν = 11 Hz (see Altamirano et al. 2010; Cavecchi et al. 2011) where the rotation cannot provide confinement; nonetheless, they show pulsations during Type I bursts. We therefore studied cases of low rotation.
We simulated a non rotating star, even though our initial conditions are not strictly speaking appropriate for this case, since there is no Coriolis force to confine the initial hot fluid. In this simulation the fluid spreads over the entire surface almost instantaneously and eventually burns, after ∼ 30 s, in what is practically a 1D configuration. However, since most if not all neutron stars rotate we do not discuss this simulation any further.
We then considered a case with ν = 10 Hz, comparable to the frequency of IGR J17480-2446, for both polar and equatorial ignition. We found that, on one hand, after the fluid has oscillated a few times, simulation E1 ignites at t ∼ 4.5 s. The temperature quickly exceeds 10 9 K, starting the runaway, and the flame is visibly burning almost the whole domain, not being substantially confined (see Figure 6 ) similarly to the regimes of self-ignition. On the other hand, simulation P1, after a similar sloshing, has not yet ignited significantly after t ∼ 28 s, but the temperature has been increasing at the pole, where T ∼ 10 9 K, while most of the fluid is still cold. Since the temperature is increasing and fluid is burning at the pole, it is possible that at later times the burning could become significant, but we do not count this as a flame ignited at the initial "hot-spot" and then propagated. Indeed, in the case of polar ignition the fluid that is hot at the pole is slowly heating the rest, but spreading over most of the surface. What we see confirms the fact that a sufficient amount of matter needs to be confined for ignition to happen. The difference in behaviour between simulation E1 and P1 is probably due to the difference in the extent of the two simulations.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In Cavecchi et al. (2013) we showed the importance of the Coriolis force confinement for flame propagation considering only cases of spreading under constant Coriolis parameter. However, we did not consider meridional propagation, where Coriolis effect diminishes from pole to equator, and a question arose about whether the flame could cross the equator, where the confinement is absent. Moreover, we did not consider cases where the spin frequency was incapable of providing confinement at any latitude on the star. We analysed these problems in this paper.
First of all, we reported on our simulations that show how a flame ignited at one pole can successfully reach the equator and cross it to proceed to the other hemisphere, at least for ν 10 2 Hz. We also showed how thermal conductivity can affect the propagation and the general temperature profile over the surface. Finally, we showed that in our simulations there is a difference in the propagation of the flame from pole to equator and from equator to pole. Table 2 . Numerical parameters for the fits to the flame position during propagation. A, B C and D should be used for Eq. (25), whileθ 0 and I apply to Eq. (24). The first values are for flames going from pole to equator (P-E), the second ones from equator to pole (E-P). The parameters of the simulations can be read in Table 1 Equatorial crossing implies that the full star is probably burning during Type I bursts, as is usually assumed. However, depending on the conductivity, one hemisphere may be significantly cooler than the second if the conductivity is high enough, see the case of simulation P7 (Section 2.3 and Figure 3) , where there highest temperature is ∼ 1.6 times the coolest one. This fact should be taken into account when analyzing light curves which fit only one temperature. The temperature derived would be an average of the surface distribution and, for example, could affect conclusions about neutron star radius.
We found that the flame takes up to a few seconds to cross the equator, and, for realistic values of the conduction, the time needed decreases below one second. This result has implications for all models and interpretations that have invoked any form of "stalling" of the flame at the equator. For example, the values we measure are too short compared to the times that Bhattacharyya & Strohmayer (2006) needed to explain double peak bursts, which are of order a few seconds. Those authors required the flame propagation to stop at the equator in order to explain bursts with double peaks: our simulations show that hydrodynamics alone does not allow for sufficient stalling. Of course, other mechanisms to stall the flame are still possible: in particular the role of magnetic field has to be considered carefully; as must the important case when the flame ignites at mid latitudes, so that there is not a single ring of fire propagating from pole to pole: this could imply that less burning fluid reaches the equatorial band, leading to a possible flume out. We plan to address this problem in a subsequent paper.
The asymmetry we found in the propagation from pole to equator as compared to from equator to pole, led us to provide a very basic fitting formula that could be used in order to simulate the propagation of a flame in a parametrized way, or at least provide a measure of the asymmetry between the two regimes. In particular, one can derive how much faster propagation from equator to pole is with respect to propagation from pole to equator. Note for example that the papers of Bhattacharyya & Strohmayer (2006) and, more recently, Chakraborty & Bhattacharyya (2014) assumed that the velocity of the flame depends only on the latitude and not also on the direction.
Finally, it is interesting to consider the simulations at frequency ν = 10 Hz. In such simulations the Coriolis force was not strong enough to confine the hot fluid. However, the fluid did eventually ignite, albeit on a much longer timescale and the flame and front were significantly different in nature with respect to the other, confined, cases: a great fraction of the fluid ignited almost simultaneously and only propagated through a small distance, similar to the regime of self ignition. The time needed for ignition to finally happen probably depends on the interplay between the small confinement provided by the weak Coriolis force, the extent of the domain, as evidenced by the difference between the equatorial ignition and the polar ignition, the cooling prescription and the burning rate and energy release. However, one more conclusion can be drawn: our simulations support the arguments used by Cavecchi et al. (2011) , who suggested that in the pulsar IGR J17480-2446 spinning at 11 Hz, the presence of a hot-spot could not be achieved by the Coriolis force effects 3 and therefore proposed that the surface asymmetries responsible for the strong measured pulsations might be caused by magnetic confinement.
